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NEUTRO SPEED
FAST EVAPORATING, UNIVERSAL, COLOURLESS, SOLVENT BASED,
ANTI STAIN SOLUTION
Description:

NEUTRO SPEED is a solvent based, oil/water repellent impregnator which will protect
any internal or external natural stone, marble and granite surface. Product can be
applied to a wide range of surfaces such as; lime stones, slate, terrazzo, Victorian
tiles, porous materials and lava stone. Treated surfaces resist through time to dirt
and grime deposits, mould growth and mildew and general surface staining and
marks, while allowing surfaces to be maintained quicker and easier. NEUTRO SPEED
will not change the color of the material or the natural aspect of the stone. Resists
to UV rays, non yellowing and allows material to breath.

How to use:

Always test product first before proceeding with complete product application in order to
determine final finish and products compatibility with material. Protect and cover all
surroundings and metallic fixings using PVC sheeting and tape. Wear suitable PPE
equipment during product use (gloves, eye protection and clothing). Product is ready for use.
Do not apply where temperatures are below 10°C.
On existing surfaces: before protecting old and existing surfaces with NEUTRO SPEED,
proceed to clean and remove all previous treatments, waxes or dirt deposits from surface
using our products SOLV or DETERMAC depending on residues to be removed.

Apply NEUTRO SPEED uniformly by brush, lambs-wool applicator or spray on dry
and clean surfaces. Allow a curing time of 3 /4 hours before applying a second
coat. We recommend allowing a full 12/24 hours curing time for complete surface
protection. For applications on vertical surfaces, one coat is sufficient.

Maintenance:

NEUTRO SPEED is compatible with surface waxes and treatments. For daily cleaning of
treated surface with recommend using our product DETERCLEANER diluted in water as
indicated in TDS. For periodic or extraordinary cleaning cycles, please proceed and clean
treated surface using DETERMAC diluted as indicated on TDS.

Notes:

n.a.

Coverage:

Based on type of material and porosity, 1lt of product will cover from 4 up to 20m2.;
Sandblasted: 4- 6 m2 / Bush-hammered: 4- 6 m2 / Split face 6 - 8 m2 / Honed: 12 - 20 m2 /
Flammed: 4- 6 m2 / Brushed: 8 - 15 m2 / Slates: 6 - 12 m2 / Terrazzo: 15 - 20 m2

Packaging:

1000 ml bottles available in boxes of 10 pieces - 5000 ml containers available in boxes of 2
pieces - 10 l. and 60 l. containers available on request

Whoever before using this product, should fully read completely the product label, the technical data sheet and material safety data sheet or contact us directly for any
information. We highly recommend to follow precisely all indications within supplied documentation. We highly recommend that the product is always tested first in a
inconspicuous area so to determine the products compatibility and final result with the material to be treated. In all cases please maintain packaging tightly closed and always
out of the reach of children. Always supply adequate ventilation when using product indoors and do not eat or drink during product use. Our technical advice, whether verbal or
in writing is given in good faith without warranty and should not be considered binding towards third parties. We highly suggest that product is used always under the best
professional working conditions possible. Product use and application is under the sole responsibility of the user and beyond our control. We guarantee product quality as of our
production standards and supplied terms and conditions. Should, in spite of this, liability be established for any damage, it will be limited to the value of the goods delivered by
us and used by you.
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